
Flexible, customised video eLearning for the digital age

Video learning in the workplace has risen to prominence due to its ability to 
deliver timely, accessible and relevant training to employees. While face-to-face, 
instructor-led training remains a key component of L&D initiatives, challenges 
relating to cost, physical location and time out of the office can limit effectiveness. 
There is also a growing desire from learners to complete training at their own pace, 
when they need it, and where they need it. Video learning helps employers meet these 
demands, while offering a deeper level of immersion and increased flexibility in how 
knowledge is shared. Video learning is a powerful supplement to text, visual and 
interactive eLearning experiences, improving learner engagement and retention 
of information.

ELMO Video Library provides an extensive range of pre-built eLearning 
courses incorporating rich video content, enabling rapid deployment of enhanced 
learning experiences. When used with ELMO Learning Management, organisations 
can more easily identify potential problem areas and stay on top of compliance 
requirements through learner testing and maintenance of a verifiable audit trail.
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ELMO Develop

Choose from an extensive library of live-action video courses, or pick from hundreds of individual 
live-action video chapters and associated quizzes so that the training reflects your organisation’s unique 
culture. Alternatively, users can upload their own content. Pre-built courses use local content and cover a broad 
range of topics for employees at all levels.

Randomised quizzes can be used to evaluate learners’ understanding of courses; results can then be 
assessed and analysed for individuals and groups, with detailed learner reports showing training history and 
current progress. Training can also be automatically assigned or regularly scheduled using ELMO Learning  
Management. Thorough documentation of training activities helps to track training completion rates and 
provides a verifiable audit trail.

Key Benefits
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Choose from an extensive library of 
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your own.
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Key Features

Access to an extensive library of pre-built, SCORM-compliant video eLearning courses; or customise content 
using hundreds of individual video chapters

When combined with ELMO’s Course Builder, users can create customised eLearning using rich video 
content in addition to existing interactive features to deliver relevant contextualised training

Text, image, audio and original live-action video content with randomised quizzes to assess 
learner comprehension

Pre-built video course topics include HR, safety, wellbeing and leadership in office, warehouse and 
industry workplaces

Localised content, reflective of the legislation, procedures and terminology used in Australia and 
New Zealand

Ability to test the aptitude of potential new hires during the interview process to ensure that you are only 
pursuing those suited to your organisation

Suitable for organisations of all sizes

Video Library

Harness additional benefits from ELMO Video Library by adding these complementary modules:

Utilise video content to create compelling induction and onboarding learning 
programs that help familiarise new hires with your organisation and its culture.

Great alone, better together!

Performance Management

Onboarding

Create detailed, role-specific development plans that utilise ELMO Video Library 
content to upskill, reskill and cross-skill employees. 

Rewards & Recognition Reward employees for completing courses with trophies to recognise their 
achievements.

Develop
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